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ABSTRACT 
We consider the following completion problems. Suppose n l, n 2 are nonnegative 
integers uch that 
n 1 + n 2 = n > 0. 
Let A~, A12, A21, B22 be matrices with dimensions nl × nj, n I × n 2, n 2 × n> and 
n 2 × n 2, respectively. We determine necessary and sufficient conditions o that there 
exists an n 2 × n 2 matrix A22 such that 
A = [ AH Al2 t 
A~21 Ace ] 
and (i) A is nonsingular and symmetric, and Bee is the lower right block of a 
partitioning of A - l ;  (ii) A is symmetric positive definite, and Bee is the lower right 
block of a partitioning of A -  t. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R ' '×"  denote  the set of  real m X n matrices, and let 
<"×° = {a  ~ W"×": r (a )  = r}, 
SR "×" = {A e Rn×":  A r = A}, 
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where the superscript T stands for transpose, and r(A) is the rank of the 
matrix A. Throughout, A > 0 means that A is symmetric positive definite, 
and I n is the identity matrix of order n. When no confusion will arise, the 
subscript n is usually omitted. A ÷ denotes the Moore-Penrose generalized 
inverse of the matrix A. 
Fiedler and Markham [4] considered the following completion problem 
for a matrix in R n×n. Suppose m 1, m 2, n 1, n 2 are nonnegative integers uch 
that 
m l+m 2 =n 1 +n 2 =n >0 
Let All ~ R mlxnl, A12 ~ R "~'xn2, A21 ~ R m~×nl, and B22 ~ R n2xm2. Deter- 
mine a matrix A22 ~ n m2xn2 sueh that 
( A l lA I~ ) 
A = (1) 
A~l Ae2 
is nonsingular and Bee is the lower fight block of a transposed partitioning of 
A- 1. The necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a solution to 
the problem and the expression for it were obtained in [4]. 
In the present paper we consider the following completion problems of 
symmetric and symmetric positive definite matrices. Suppose n 1, n z are 
nonnegative integers uch that 
nl +n2=n>O 
Let All ~ R "1×'~, A12 E n ntxn2, A21 ~ R ~×nl, and B22 ~ R ~×~2. Deter- 
mine a matrix Azz E R ~×~ such that 
(i) the partitioned matrix A of the form (1) is nonsingular and symmet- 
ric, and B2z is the lower right block of a partitioning of A- 1; 
(ii) the partitioned matrix A of the form (1) is symmetric positive 
definite, and B22 is the lower right block of a partitioning of A-1. 
We present necessary and sufficient conditions for the above problems to 
have a solution and expression for solutions to the problems. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
The purpose of this paper is to establish the following results. 
THEOREM. Let n 1 and n 2 be nonnegative integers uch that 
n~ +n2=n>O 
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and All ~ R "~x"~, A12 ~ R "~x'2, A21 ~ a n2xnl, 
exists a matrix Az~ ~ SR "2x"2 such that 
( All A12 ) 
A = A21 A22 
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B22 ~ R "~x"2. Then there 
All =QDQT = Q(D 1 O) 
0 0 Qr 
is nonsingular and symmetric, and Bz2 is the lower right block of A -1 , if and 
only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
A1T1 = All , A21 = AT2, BT2 = B22, 
r( All, A12 ) = nl, 
n 1 - r (At l  ) =n 2- r (B22) ,  
range( A~2 B22 ) __ range( All ) . 
In that case, let the spectral decompositions ofAll and B22 be 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
where Q = (Q1, Qe) ~ RnlX"' 
matrices, 
D 1 = diag(d 1 . . . . .  dr), 
A 1 -~"  diag( A 1 . . . . .  A s ), 
QI ~ Rn'Xr, [11 ~ R"2Xs" Writing 
A-1 = ( Bll 
BT2 
and U = (U 1, U 2) ~ R n~×'~ are orthogonal 
d i *O  (i = 1 . . . . .  r), r=r (A l l ) ,  (9) 
A,-TsO (i = 1 . . . . .  s), s =r(Be2),  (10) 
B12 
1 • (11) 
B22 ] 
(9) 
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Then Az2, Bll, and B12 are obtained as follows: 
A22 = B~ + AT2 A(1 Ale T T + T - -  U2U2 A12 A l l  A I2U2U ~ 
^ + 
+ B~I4ZAlz + A~2HB22 + U2GU[, (12) 
BI~ A;1 + A(,A12B22ATzA?l + A(,AlzI~ T + HA,2A n + 
+ T -1  T - - AnA12U2(Q2A12U~) Q2 t~ tUfA r c~ ~ lrtrar a+ 3(2~, 2 123C2] ~2"*12"*11  
+ pz(urArlepz)-l(uzrAreA~iAleUe - G)(QTAaeU2)-tQ r, (13) 
B12 = -A;aAI~B2z + Q2(UTAT2Qe)-IU T - I t ,  (14) 
where 
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Here G ~ SR (n~-*)x("~-s) and H E R (nl-r)xs are arbitrary. 
COROLLARY 1. Let n 1, n2, A n, A12, A21, B22 be defined as in the Theo- 
rem. Then there exists a unique matrix A22 ~ SR "~×n~ such that A in (2) is 
nonsingular and symmetric, and Bz2 is the lower right block of A- l ,  if and 
only if 
AT1 ----- A l l  , 
r (An)  = nl, 
In that case, the solution is given by 
A22 = B~21 + Air2 A~llAlz, 
-1  7" 
Bl l  = A~-I 1 + A n Aae B2e Ale Al l  I , 
B12 = -A~-llAlzBz2. 
A21 = AT,  Br2 = B22 , 
r(B22) = n2. 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
It = Q2 HU]'. (15) 
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COROLLARY 2. Let nl, n2, A,,, A,,, A,,, and B,, be defined as in the 
Theorem. Then there is a matrix A, 6 SRnpXnp such that A in (2) is 
symmetric positive definite and B,, is the lower right block of A-’ if and only 
if 
A,, 2 0, A,, = A:,, 42 '0 
In that case, the solution is also given by (18)~(20). 
(211 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
In order to give the proof of 
following known lemmas. 
the Theorem, we first introduce the 
LEMMA 1 [4]. Let A,, be a p X 9 submatrix of a nonsingular n X n 
matrix A. Then the complementary submatrix B,, of A-’ has rank 
r(B,,)=r(Al,)+n-p-9. (22) 
LEMMA 2 [3]. Let E E RmY n, F E R”““, and the singular value decom- 
position of the matrix E be 
E = U ; “0 V’, 
( i 
where U = (U,, U,) E R”‘“’ and V = (V,,V,) E R”‘” are orthogonal ma- 
trices, I: = diag(a,, . . . , a,), ui > 0 (i = 1,. . . , r), r = r(E), U, E R”‘Xr, 
V, E R”“. Then the matrix equation EX = F has a symmetric solution 
X E SRflX” if and only if 
EFT = FE7‘, U;‘F = 0, (23) 
in which case a general symmetric solution is 
X = V,C-LU,TF + V,V.TFTC’ x-‘Vr + 2 1 I V. GV.7 2 2 ) 
where G is an arbitrary symmetric matrix in SRcnprjX (npr’. 
(24) 
LEMMA 3 [5, p. 4721. Suppose that a real matrix is partitioned as 
F 
;T G’ 
i 
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where E and G are square. This matrix is symmetric positive definite if and 
only i fE  > 0 and G - FTE-1F > O. 
LEMMA 4 [4]. The rank r of a p × q submatrix of a nonsingular n x n 
matrix always satisfies r >1 p + q - n. 
Proof of the Theorem. If there exists a matrix Ace ~ SR "2x'~ such that 
A in (2) is nonsingular and symmetric, and Bee is the corresponding block 
A -1, then (3) and (4) are satisfied. It follows from Lemma 1 that (5) holds. 
From (2), (11), and AA -1 = I, we have 
Ale Bee = - -A l l  Ble. 
Then range(Al~ Bee) = range[ Al1( - Ble) ] _ range(All). Hence (6) holds. 
To prove the converse part, it suffices to construct an n e × n e symmetric 
matrix Ace such that A in (2) is nonsingular and symmetric, and Bee is the 
lower right block of A-1. 
From (6) and (7), we have 
range( A,e Bee ) _c range(Q1). 
Then QTAle B2e = 0. Using (8), we obtain 
QTAleU 1 = 0. (25) 
From (7), (8), and (25), we have 
0 ) = (QTAllQ, QTAleU ) 
U 
:(:1Oo Ue ]   A eVe]" 
Then r(A11, A12) = r (D 1) + r(QTAleU2). It follows from (4), (5), and (9) 
that QT Ale U 2 is nonsingular. 
From (6), we know that there exists a matrix F ~ R nl×n2 such that 
A12 B2z = AllF. (26) 
By (7) and (8), Equation (26) is equivalent to 
DF = QrA~2UA, (27) 
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where f = QrFU. Let 
Fn F12 ) 
f = 1 Fv F~ ' 
where Fll ~ R "×s. Comparing corresponding blocks in (27), we obtain 
[ D:lQ;A12UIA1 0 } 
F = ~ Fza Fee _ . 
Let F,~ 1 = H be an arbitrary (nl - r) × s matrix. 
Fez = -(UrAreQe) - ' ,  
Ble = - F = - Q~U r .  
Then Ale Bee = -A l lB le ,  
T T Be2( I -  BleA1,2) = B2e( I -  AreB12) =Bee + BTeAHBle, 
A,~(I - A12B1T) T = A l l ( /  -- B,eAr12) = A l l  4- A12BzzAr2, 
i.e., B2e( I - Br2 Ale) r and An( I - A12 Btr2) r are symmetric, and 
Uf ( I -  Br2A~z)= V : ( I  + uI~rQrA1,2)= O, 
Q2T(I  -- Al:2 BT2 ) = QT( [ 4- A,eUi~rQr ) = O. 
It follows from Lemma 2 that the matrix equations 
B2e A.z2 = I - Bra A12 = I + UID'QrA12 
and 
AllBll = I -- AleBr2 = I + A12uffTQ T
SR n~×n~ and B H ~ SR n'×n~, respectively, 
(32) 
(33) 
(2s) 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
have symmetric solutions A2e 
and their general solutions have the following forms: 
Ae~ = Ula; lv?(~ + U~TQ'A~,) 
4- u2uT( I  4- A~'2QffUT)U1AllU1T 4- U2GU:, 
8ll = Q,D;1Q~(I + A1eV~TQ ~) 
D-1 r + QeQr( I + QfurAr2)Q1 1 Q~ + QeG~Q~, 
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where G ~ SR ("~-*)x("~-~) and G B ~ SR (n~-r)x(n~-r). 
From (7), (8), (29), and (30), we have 
A2~ = U1A?'U( 
+ U, AI ' ( I ,o)(A'UrAr:  Q1D;x 
[ D{1Qr A12U1A1 
+ UzU~A~2(Q1, Q2) I H 
x (A11UT) + 0 U~GUr 
+ _ U2UrA~2A~lA12U2Uf = B~ + A12 A n A12 
r ^ + U2GU~, + B~ I4 TA12 + A12 HB22 + 
B n = Q1D{IQ r + Q1D;1QrAlz 
X (U1 ,  U2)  ( 
/ 
AIUf Arl~Q1D1 t 
0 
UT ) 
T -1  -(Q2A12U2) 
)/Q1. / 
-(e~a*2v~) -1 1 Q~A~2 
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o) 
-(VIA~,~V~) -~ 
-(U:A~2Qz) -1 
UrA r 1 12 / -1  T 
× urArz]Q1D1 Pl + Q2GBQ r
r + i~r i~A~zA?x = A~I + A~I A12 B2z Alz An + A~I A12 + 
- AaeU2(QeA12Uz) 02 p2(urAr2p2) lrrTar a+ A~ 1 T -1  T __ ~2 z~12 " i l l  
+ pzGnp~. 
(34) 
(35) 
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Since A2z, Bll, and B12 should satisfy BnAI1 + B12 A22 = 0, this is 
equivalent to (QTBnQ)(QTAt2U) - ffUTA2zU = 0; then it follows from (25), 
(28), (30), (34), and (35) that G and Gs satisfy 
GBQ~ A~2U~ +(UrA~I~Q2)-~G - HA I1HTQ~'A leU 2 
T T -1 T T - (g2A1202 ) U2A12A+IA12U2 = O. 
Therefore 
T T -1 T I 1H T 
C B = - (U ,~A12Q2 ) G(Q2A12U.2) A- HA 1 
T T -1 T T +(U.4Av2Q2 ) U2A12A~1Al,zU~(QT A12U2) -1 . (36) 
From (29)-(31), we have 
812 = -A I+ IA12B2~-~ Q2(UTA~'2(~2)  lug ' - -  /~. 
By a direct computation, we know that A22, Bll, and B12 given by 
(12)-(14) satisfy 
(nl, A 2) B,I  12) 
IBC  =r  (37) 
Then A in (2) is nonsing~llar nd symmetric. 
REMARKS. 
(1) The proof of the Theorem gives us a constructive procedure for 
generating a set of solutions. In fact, (12)-(15) give a general solution of 
problem (i). Hence the set of solutions is in one-to-one correspondence to 
the pairs of matrices (C, H)  ~ SR ('~-~)x(n<~) X R("~-r)×L As a special case 
[r(A11) = n 1 and r(B.22) = n2] of the Theorem, one immediately obtains 
Corollary 1. 
(2) It is well known that all principal submatrices of a symmetric positive 
definite matrix and its inverse are symmetric positive definite. Corolla D, 2 
follows from Corollary 1 and Lemma 3. 
(3) The assertion as well as the proof remains valid even if r = 0 and/or  
s=0.  If r=s=0,  then A n =0,  Q I=0,  Q=02=I ,  and B22=0,  
U 1 = 0, U = U 2 = I. By (4) and (5), n I = na, and Al2 is square nonsingular. 
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From (12)-(15), A n is an arbitrary n z × n 2 symmetric matrix, Bll = 
-(Ar2)- IAz2A(~ l, and Btz = (ATz) -1. If r = 0, then A H = 0 P l  = 0, 
Q=Q2 =I .  If s =0,  then B~2 =0,  U 1=0,  U= U 2 =I ,  the following 
corollary is deduced from Theorem and Lemma 4. 
COROLLARY 3. A matrix All ~ Rr "'x"' can be completed to a nonsingu- 
lar n × n symmetric matrix if and only if 
AT1 = All, n /> 2n 1 - r. (38) 
For n o = 2n 1 - r, if  
Au Alz ) (39) 
A = A~ 2 A22 
is a nonsingular no × n o symmetric matrix, then the submatrix complemen- 
tary to All in A -1 is the zero submatrix. 
Moreover, if  Al2 satisfies det(Q1 , Aa2) --/= O, then there exists a nonsingu- 
lar symmetric matrix A in (39) for which A22 = O. In that case 
(QI' AI2)-I = ( Q~[ I -  A12(Q~Alz)-IQT2] ) 
Then 
T -1 T + T - -1~ A_I~ [I-Q2(A12Q2) A12]All[I-A12(Q2A12)1p T] Q2(AT2Q£) . 
) (QTA12) -1Q T 0 
The first part of Corollary 3 is a special case of Theorem 2 in [1] (for the 
nonsymmetric version see [2]). 
(4) From Corollary 3, Lemma 3, and Lemma 4, it follows that a matrix 
A11 ~ R "1×nl can be completed to an n × n symmetric positive definite 
matrix if and only if All > 0 and n >~ n 1. 
(5) Finally, the results in this paper can obviously be generalized to deal 
with Hermitian and positive definite matrices in the complex field. 
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